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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I need to admit that when I submitted this presentation proposal, I had no idea what to call it – Moving Them Through the Pipeline is the best thing I could think of.  So, after you sit here for the next 45 minutes or so and you realize that this title is completely misleading and that you wasted your time, forget everything you heard and I’ll give you your time back, on the houseWe’ll talk a lot about how young alumni can make a significant impact to your Campaign – Big c
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s my pictureI took it back in 2017 and haven’t looked as good since so I figured it was safe to use todayThat’s my title, its changed over the years and I was going to tell you my whole professional history, but like your tombstone, you run out of space pretty quickHere is the spoiler alert – well, sort of – if you haven’t watched Ted Lasso some of my jokes may not resonate and well, I just feel bad for you because honestly, this show has given me life.  Really, I have started putting Ted Lasso stickers in ever thank you note I write to alums (whether we talked about the show or not) just because it makes me feel good.  You should have a Ted Lasso sticker on your chair…Even though we haven’t all formally met, I’m going to go out on a limb here and say Congrats – you just me a cool person



The Problem You Didn’t Know You Had

Campaigns and campaign 
commitments feel OUT OF 
REACH for young alumni

Hey folks, before we get started here, I 
wanted to talk to you about the problem you 
didn’t know you had that you saw in the paper 
this morning. Actually, you probably saw it on 
your phones. I still get the paper ‘cause you 
can’t cut cartoons out of a phone, right?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok here we goMost if not all institutions embark on a Campaign at some time or another – a big part of that is where do alumni (and specifically where do alumni fit into the campaign)Campaigns lengths average 7 yearsWe put A LOT of emphasis on them as an institutionWe hire upWe create nice graphics to fit our goals, etc.Say that we’re in campaign modeWhen I started at Elon we were already finishing out silent phase of the Elon LEADS Campaign, but I had come to Elon directly from United Way where the model was an annual campaignThe idea of a campaign confused me and probably confused others, tooWait what about my annual gift on giving day?How is this different?Most importantly, am I not a part of this campaign?I don’t make 7 figure giftsI’ve heard for years that participation is most important and a campaign with a big number attached to itYou’ve probably heard or felt this way, tooPlus, the only news you feel like you hear about the campaign is the big dollar gifts and honestly, the way that we tend to package them is misleadingIt looks like someone just pulled up the giving page and wrote in $10 millionMost of those gifts don’t work like that, they are often paid out in installments over time



Where Do Young Alumni Fit into the 
Campaign?

Young alumni do not know where they fit in the campaign

• The Campaign is for major donors, right?
• Annual giving doesn’t matter in campaigns
• Stuck in a pattern of low-level annual giving

Smells like potential!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, then the question becomes where do young alumni (older alumni, too quite frankly) a or anyone who isn’t already on the major gift prospect list fit inYou end up with alums not engaging with the campaign – either they don’t give or they don’t come to the big events because it feels like they aren’t welcomeIt makes you feel like the annual giving doesn’t matterPlus, and this is important, in this industry, over the past 10 years we’ve had success with annual giving through giving days.  We’ve conditioned our young alumni to wait for giving day, give 20 bucks or wait to the next give to get and then it’s like, see ya next yearWell, to me, again in the words of Ted Lasso, it smells like potential to me.  Because young alumni will eventually become old alumni



The Solution
Campaign Commitments at Scale

Darn tootin’, Vladimir Putin

• Develops the next generation of high-level donors

• Break cycle of low-level annual giving

• Increase giving over time to grow with income

• Introduces the major giving process with a signed gift agreement

• Creates a pipeline of consistent annual donors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Solution to these problems existsIt’s called a campaign commitmentIt takes a little work, but I promise, it’ll be worth it for a few reasonsAs I talked about with giving days (and young alums in general) – it is a transactional thing every year – make your gift, move onThis breaks the cycle of low-level givingScale is the key piece here and a commitment will grow the giving annually over timeA commitment like this will introduce alumni to what major giving looks at feels like – without actually having to feel like you signed away your left pinky toe to do itYou’ve seen some gift agreements – woof – they have more clauses than SantaIt sets you up with a pipeline of consistent annual donors – you don’t have to fight to acquire them every year!  How much does it cost to get a new donor?  I have no idea but this has got to be cheaperBecause a commitment grows over time, it gets people thinking differently – most importantly, site raising on what they can do with their philanthropy



Sorry, Nate.  I have a 
real tricky time 

hearing folks that 
don’t believe in 

themselves

The Campaign Commitment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok you’ve waited long enough– it is a little fuzzy so I’ll read it out and describeFirst (think about what is going on here in the background if you are a young alum)Wow this document looks all fancy and formal – is this what Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk get?It inspires – it makes a young alum feel important and actually believe that they do matter in the campaignI’ve been joking a lot, but the worst feeling is feeling like you don’t matter.  Our alums matterThis is just what it looks like – I promise we’ll break this down a little further in a few minutesYou can put your own spin on it – I like to put this in a nice folder, get all fancy



Identification

• Life Status 

Please do me this favor, 
will you?  Lift your heads 
up and look around this 

room

• Focus on young alumni who have 
graduated in the last 15 years

• Consistent annual donors

• Donation amounts are elevated compared to peers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like I said, we’re going to get back to the actual commitment soon but before we do that, let’s identifyHere is who I focus onSpecifically, I focus on young alumni because we are a young institution – it may be different for you, but when 60% of your alums are under 40….Well, we had to move mountains just to get them donating consistentlyReview the portfolioFind folks who make their gift every yearFind the ones who stand out – if your typical young alumni gift is $20, find the ones who are giving $50 a year.  That’s it, it doesn’t need to be much more than that.  Of course, you can scale this to meet your portfolioDo your research on life status – did they just get a new job, get married, etc.  All that normal stuff that you do



The Pitch

Tactics

• Treat it like a major gift 
conversation

• Share the stair-step approach 
of increasing giving over time

• Focus on annual impact and 
THEN total impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok – here is where it gets goodFirst, treat this like a major gift conversationMake the alum feel and actually believe that a COMMITMENT – their gift EVERY YEAR for the next 5 years is indeed a commitmentKnow their giving historyShare that they’ve given $50 annually for the last 5 yearsI usually start out in year 1 by proposing just that – the same number they’ve given over the next 5 yearsThen, let’s grow – this is where you talk about doing a little more because hopefully your salary increases over timeIgnore that big number up topShow them what the annual gift is and how the increase is pretty marginal – you can see here I put in some of our other giving levels to show how it intersects nicely with those annual leadership giving level appealsThen talk about the big number – wow, that is pretty coo, right?



Fulfillment
Create Accessibility by Providing Options

• Set it and forget it by setting up monthly recurring gift to 
agreed amounts

• Annual increases are automatic

• Leverage Giving Day
• Take advantage of momentum

• Year End
• Connect with donor to nudge cash gift for set amount

• Bribe Advancement Services
• They like coffee, chocolate and warm hugs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fulfillment and how you explain the options are CRITICAL – CRITICAL to making this workYou MUST create that accessibility by providing optionsEven if you’ve just talked about the stairstep, etc. that is one thing, but how does it actually workI should say here that these options originate from alums – I was not smart enough to think of them – the alums asked if they could do it and um, well, I said, yes?So, here are some examplesSet it and forget it Maybe they do a monthly $5 gift or they just make their gift on Elon DayYou know why automatic recurrings gifts are great – you don’t have to chase it down – work with them to set up their monthly gift for the amount, divided up over the year ----then, when the next year comes, they’ll bump up nominally and won’t even feel itSome alums love this plan but LOVE giving day – you have a match or a challenge going on and they want to be a part of it – great!  Plan to reach out to folks who have signed up on giving day during the fun – again this helps to merge the idea of campaign and annual givingNext, you can just connect with the donor around the end of the year and encourage them to fulfill their gift through any of you channels – they already signed so the hard part is overOf course, bribe advancement services because they hate me and all these things I come up with



The Impact

• Broaden Focus to total impact 
and dollars contributed to 
campaign via the commitment

• Share total lifetime 
commitment pre and post 
commitment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depending on your feel of the conversation, you can broaden the focus of your conversation to the total dollars they will have contributed to the campaign – If you need to, remind them that major donors, work the same way – most commit but don’t pay out until a little down the road ---- BUT we count them in our campaigns.  Same logic applies – kind of like when sports and art combineAgain, know their history – What have they given so far – if/when this is done, what will their total lifetime commitment be – wow – that’s pretty impressive



The Takeaway
• Young Alumni have a role to play in 

the Campaign
• Harness tried and true tools of 

philanthropy
• One on One conversations
• Pledges
• Automatic recurring gifts

• Harness newer tools of philanthropy
• Donations can be made in lots of ways
• Gifts can be made as it fits in with the 

life of the donor
• Move them into and through the 

pipeline by creating the next 
generation of leadership annual and 
major donors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wish I could re-create the warm fuzzies I get every time when I see this, but honestly, I do – I believe in believe.  Create that hope.  Ted showed that to AFC Richmond.  When it the hope that kills you…well, I disagree.  It’s the lack of hope that kills you
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